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Brown Street Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 133 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Rosemary Field never planned on working as
a private, holistic chef for a demanding vegan actress. But then, plans have a way of going out the
window when a girl learns her parents have skipped town, leaving behind a half-million-dollar debt.
Rosemary makes the best of her situation, putting up with her boss s diva antics and halfheartedly
fending off the advances of the impossibly sexy stepson who comes with the high-paying gig. Then
someone decides to kill the miserable movie star. It s bad news for any chef when a client dies from
an allergic reaction after eating your cooking. It s even worse news for Rosemary because the police
are determined to charge her with murder. To restore her reputation (and stay out of prison),
Rosemary has to find the real murderer-and fast. Her short list of suspects includes a womanizing
race car driver, a powerful music producer, Hollywood s hottest leading man, and, oh yeah, Felix,
the dead woman s stepson-which gets a little awkward when Rosemary starts dating him.
Unfortunately, everything Rosemary...
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I just started o  reading this article publication. Sure, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period will be
transform as soon as you full reading this article pdf.
-- Dessie Ga ylor d-- Dessie Ga ylor d

This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD-- Pr of . V a lentin Ha ne MD
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